Ivar is a furniture and homeware company. Based in London, we approach design with a distinctive
philosophy. Whether located in a villa in the Mediterranean or in a penthouse in London, each piece
of Ivar furniture has its own personality, and can be distinguished by its warmth, clean lines, intelligent
design and fine craftsmanship. We always aim to use ethically sourced materials.

NIVEN ARMCHAIR

DAV I D F O OT S TO O L

The Niven armchair is inspired by the aileron of a sports car. With
a steel skeleton and gun metal finish, it is complemented by the
contrasting upholstery.

The David footstool features a steel base in gun metal finish and is
upholstered with a contrasting fabric. Designed to complement the
Niven armchair.

Dimensions:

Dimensions:

Width 70 x Depth 74.5 x Height 76 cm

Width 70 x Depth 63.5 x Height 38 cm

Materials:

Materials:

Gun metal finish steel, fabric

Gun metal finish steel, fabric

DANIEL SOFA
This sofa has sleek proportions, a low back and is upholstered with
characterful quilted Alcantara fabric. Designed to be placed in the
middle of a room, the sofa has a fun sociable dimension where
individuals can comfortably converse from opposing sides.

Dimensions:
Width 350 x Depth 170 x Height 70 cm
Materials:
Fabric, gun metal finish steel

M O N AC O C O F F E E TA B L E
Inspired by the Monaco Grand Prix race track, this coffee table
features the famous track on its top in coloured veneer.

Dimensions:
Width 132.5 x Depth 41 x Height 38 cm
Materials:
Spray painted base and coloured veneer top

M A R T I N C O F F E E TA B L E
The outer part of the solid walnut structure is veneered in ebony
macassar giving to it a subtle distinctive touch. The central joint
is decorated with a stainless steel piece and the glass top has a
substantial 20 mm thickness.

H I L D I TC H R O U N D G L A S S TA B L E
Dimensions:
Width 85 x Depth 85 x Height 43 cm

Four sleek legs which are only 8mm thick built in bronze to achieve a
greater stability without deducting from its beauty or proportion. The
glass top with beveled edges is a hefty 20 mm thick.

Dimensions:
Diameter 76.5/110 x Height 35 cm

Materials:

Materials:

Steel, glass, solid walnut and ebony macassar

Clear glass, bronze legs

C O N N E RY C H ES T O F D R AW E R S
A perfect mix of proportion and balance. Perfect for the living
room or bedroom. This chest of drawers offers three considerable
drawers securely balanced on top of a solid steel leg. Finished with
clean contemporary walnut veneer, oak horizontal line detailing and
carrara marble top.

Dimensions:
Width 130 x Depth 45 x Height 81 cm
Materials:
Steel, walnut, carrara marble, bronze knobs
Also available in zebrano

ALDOUS DESK
One of our most compelling furniture pieces, the Aldous desk
has been designed for great functionality. The sleek legs are
manufactured in steel providing compelling contrast with the table
top. The table top itself is veneered in natural zebrano with an
envelope detail on both sides and also features three front drawers
made using traditional wood rails and dovetail detailing.

Dimensions:
Width 150 x Depth 55 x Height 75 cm
Materials:
Steel, walnut and zebrano veneer top

W O D E H O U S E D ES K
One of our most compelling furniture pieces, the Wodehouse
desk has been designed for great functionality. The sleek legs
are manufactured in steel providing a compelling contrast with the
table-top. The table-top itself is cloaked in rich dark leather and also
features three front drawers made using traditional wood rails and
dovetail detailing.

Dimensions:
Width 150 x Depth 55 x Height 75 cm
Materials:
Steel, walnut and dark leather top

A S TO N CA B I N E T
Inspired by the British sports car manufacturer Aston Martin, this
cabinet combines beauty and practicality. The coloured veneer
design flows between the four doors of the cabinet and the different
colours emphasise the dynamic proportions of a sports car. With
its marquetry doors and walnut carcass, the Aston cabinet pays
homage to a British icon.

Dimensions:
Width 256 x Depth 45 x Height 75 cm
Materials:
Walnut, steel legs and coloured veneer

I A N CA B I N E T
Copper is an interesting and warm material, the design of the Ian
Cabinet exalts and contrasts it with a “brick wall” texture defined by
walnut lines. Perfect to conceal an air conditioning unit or as extra
storage for your bedroom or living room.

CRAIG SHOE CABINET
Dimensions:

A variant of our signature pieces of furniture.

Dimensions:

Width 106 x Depth 35 x Height 80 cm

Inspired by the London landscape, the copper doors with walnut
brick pattern embody the London vernacular style. A practical piece
to store your shoes and with an upholstered top, is also comfortable
to seat on.

Width 110 x Depth 40 x Height 50 cm

Materials:
Copper and walnut

Materials:
Copper, walnut veneer and oak shelves

C O L I N T V CA B I N E T
A lower yet wider option of one of our signature pieces of furniture.
Inspired by the London landscape, the copper doors with walnut
brick pattern embody the London vernacular style. A practical piece
with practical spacing for wiring.

Dimensions:
Width 220 x Depth 40 x Height 42 cm
Materials:
Copper, walnut veneer and oak shelves

BOND TV UNIT
Elongated television cabinet with a neat design that combines the
intricacy of ebony macassar and the modernity of spray painted
wood. It comes with four spray painted floating shelves. This design
is characterised by its lightness, as the components are designed to
be wall mounted to create a floating perception. It is a perfect way of
completing a living or entertainment room.

Dimensions:
Width 260 x Depth 41 x Height 30 cm
Materials
Spray painted frame and shelves and ebony macassar doors

H U G H D R I N KS CA B I N E T
The surprise effect of Hugh drinks cabinet is given by the contrast
between the outside and the inside. The outside has a mirror door
feature with a walnut frame, whereas the inside is completely in
oak with a black background. A copper mirror is positioned in the
center. Perfect match for a reception room. The surprise effect with
the LED lights gives the piece a contemporary look while the walnut
frame and the mirror let it look elegant and sophisticated.

Dimensions:
Width 105 x Depth 29 x Height 187 cm
Materials:
Oak and walnut

PELHAM CONSOLE TABLE
This sleek console table features burr walnut and ebony detail
topped with milas lilac marble. It also conceals a secret storage
tray. This white, grey and brown pairing is a winning combination
suitable for many different spaces.

Dimensions:
Width 120 x Depth 25 x Height 84 cm
Materials:
Carrara marble, walnut and burr walnut

ALFRED CONSOLE TABLE
An updated icon from the Ivar furniture collection. With revised
leg design and proportions it a features carrara marble top,
horizontal book-matched burr walnut veneer and dark bronze legs.
Additionally, the table features three drawers for extra storage.

Dimensions:
Width 135 x Depth 35 x Height 75 cm
Materials:
Burr walnut veneer, carrara marble top and gun metal finish legs

FLEMING CONSOLE TABLE
Thin and tall, its lines suggest a modern nature and its materials a
noble touch, giving this console table a timeless appearance. This
console table is the perfect fit for either a dark coloured room or as
a contrast for a lighter one. Its sleek shape turns it into a versatile
piece that can fit in rooms of different sizes.

Dimensions:
Width 122 x Depth 28 x Height 80 cm
Materials:
Portoro marble, ebony and burr walnut

FIRTH CONSOLE TABLE
This console table features burr walnut topped with carrara marble.
Additionally, the table features three drawers for extra storage. This
burr walnut carcass and white legs pairing is a winning combination
suitable for many different spaces.

Dimensions:
Width 135 x Depth 36 x Height 75 cm
Materials:
Carrara marble, burr walnut veneer and spray painted legs

JAC K D I N I N G TA B L E
This is a landmark piece of furniture for Ivar as we take neo-futuristic
design into the future. Inspired by 20th century Finnish-American
architect and designer Eero Saarinen and his iconic pedestal
collection. Saarinen was revolutionary as he vowed to solve the
problem of the “ugly, confusing world” underneath tables a so
called “slum of legs”.

LAURIE DINING TABLE
Dimensions:
Width 220 x Depth 120 x Height 75 cm
Width 300 x Depth 120 x Height 75 cm
Bespoke dimensions on request

Modeled after the iconic Pelham console table, we are proud to
introduce the Laurie dining table. This piece is designed to match
the console table with burr walnut veneering, slim walnut legs, and
elegant marble surface. It perfectly combines contemporary lines
and traditional materials.

Dimensions:
Width 220 x Depth 100 x Height 75 cm
Width 300 x Depth 120 x Height 75 cm
Bespoke dimensions on request

Materials:

Materials:

Carrara marble, walnut and brass

Carrara marble, walnut and burr walnut

R E D M AY N E D I N I N G TA B L E
Designed with pencil beveled edges, the legs alternate between
dark bronze & ionized orange, and are finished with clean brass
edges. The oval carrara marble top is 20mm thick.

Dimensions:
Width 220 x Depth 120 x Height 75 cm
Width 300 x Depth 140 x Height 75 cm
Bespoke dimensions on request
Materials:
Carrara marble top and steel legs

CATO R D I N I N G C H A I R
This dining chair’s unique feature lies in the upholstery design which
flows beyond the seat of the dining chair. The chair’s structure is
made using walnut style, with orange detailing just below the seat.
The seat and back are upholstered in soft velvet style fabric.

Dimensions:
Width 50 x Depth 47 x Height 75 x Seat height 43 cm
Materials:
Fabric and walnut wood

M O R G A N B O O KCA S E
The quality of the grain of walnut wood is highlighted by the LED
strips to obtain the perfect compromise between a very traditional
and precious material with a young and original design. It can be
built in or hang to the wall. Elegant and sober, is perfect in a living
room as source of light to expose you favourite books or precious
ornaments you can find in an Ivar house.

Dimensions:
Width 130 x Depth 22 x Height 130 cm
Materials:
Walnut

H A M I LTO N B O O KCA S E
This slim silhouetted bookcase features an astonishing combination
of veneers giving a sophisticated touch to its elegant sleekness.
Integrated lighting system is available separately. The natural colour
palette and the combination of veneers add a classic touch to the
living room or the library, while its innovative thin proportions keep
this piece modern.

Dimensions:
Width 85 x Depth 40 x Height 245 cm
Materials:
Burr oak, oak and wenge wood

LEWIS BOOKCASE
The combination of oak and burr oak constitute the main decorative
feature of this piece. The built-in lighting option (available separately)
highlights the different veneers and the objects displayed on the
shelves. Perfect match for a library or a living room. The long
silhouette gives the piece a contemporary look while the wood
tones keep it elegant and sober.

KING BEDSIDE TABLE
Dimensions:
Width 120 x Depth 33 x Height 251 cm
Materials:
Oak and burr oak

An extra-large bedside table. Featuring two doors and three
drawers you will never be short of appealing storage space. Built
using walnut veneering, carrara marble top and gun metal finish to
the leg.

Dimensions:
Width 135 x Depth 35 x Height 60 cm
Materials:
Carrara marble, walnut veneer and gun metal leg

MOORE TRUNK
Back to the future. An item that seems to have disappeared from
homes returns with a revised aesthetic. Inspired by the Kilgour
wardrobe and the London tube map. The trunk-top opens to provide
access to the storage inside.

Dimensions:
Width 175 x Depth 40 x Height 45 cm
Materials:
Fabric and walnut wood

F R E D WA R D R O B E
The book-matched walnut veneer and its dimensions make this
wardrobe a stunning piece that will become the focus of attention
in the room. Its interiors are lined with oak and wenge to create an
impressive effect also when the doors are open.

Dimensions:
Width 187 x Depth 58 x Height 282 cm
Materials:
Walnut, oak and wenge wood

K I LG O U R WA R D R O B E
W hite spray painted doors with elegant lines in dark walnut. Dark
walnut carcass with thin legs that gives a sense of elevation and
space. This white wardrobe is a good way of exalting the space of
a niche. It’s also perfect in those rooms you think that covering the
floor would be a mistake. Halogen lights are positioned on top and
bottom to emphasize the quality of a precious floor and create a
sophisticated mood light in a bedroom.

Dimensions:
Width 108 x Depth 55 x Height 216 cm
Materials:
Sprayed doors and dark walnut

PERRY BEDSIDE TABLE
This C shaped table with details in silver combines a burr walnut
drawer lined in oak with a marble top. The colour palette is
completed by its walnut foot and oak lined interiors.

FIENNES BEDSIDE TABLE
Dimensions:
Width 55 x Depth 35 x Height 63 cm
Materials
Burr walnut, walnut, oak, calacatta oro marble and silver

This smartly proportioned two-drawer bedside table has horizontal
zebrano veneering, a white marble top and a metal base and leg.
Compelling when contrasted with a walnut headboard or simply a
neutrally decorated wall.

Dimensions:
Width 55 x Depth 35 x Height 60 cm
Materials:
Carrara marble, zebrano veneer and gun metal leg

JA M ES T RY P T I C M I R R O R
The Tryptic Mirror is an amazing feature for any room. The design is
clean and simple and the walnut lines break the vision through the
mirror. A minimal and sophisticated feature for a classy and tasteful
environment.

Dimensions:
Width 97 x Height 117 cm (side units)
Width 130 x Height 117 cm (central unit)
Materials:
Walnut and mirror

HOCKNEY MIRROR
The design is clean and simple and the clear mirror is level with
frame with a decorative gap on each side. The mirror can hung
vertically or horizontally. A minimal yet sophisticated feature for a
contemporary environment.

LAW SQUARE MIRROR
Dimensions:
Width 135 x Depth 4 x Height 75 cm

The design is clean and simple and the clear mirror is level with
the frame. A minimal yet sophisticated feature for a contemporary
environment.

Dimensions:
Width 121.5 x Depth 4 x Height 121.5 cm

Materials:

Materials:

Clear mirror and walnut frame

Clear mirror and walnut frame

FREUD MIRROR
The design is clean and simple and the clear mirror is level with
the frame. A minimal yet sophisticated feature for a contemporary
environment.

RUSHMER MIRROR
Dimensions:
Width 70 x Depth 4 x Height 200 cm

The design is clean and simple and the walnut lines create a
dynamic visual breach. A minimal yet sophisticated feature for a
contemporary environment.

Dimensions:
Width 121.5 x Depth 4 x Height 121.5 cm

Materials:

Materials:

Clear mirror and walnut frame

Clear mirror and walnut frame

LU C I A N M I R R O R
This substantial mirror creates a subtle yet vibrant effect in any
room. Constructed using solid walnut frames, a 4mm clear mirror
and compelling Ivar lines.

Dimensions:
Width 120 x Depth 4 x Height 190 cm
Materials:
Solid walnut and clear mirror

KNIGHT’S TEMPL AR RUG
Inspired by the cross of the Knight’s Templar. The rug is hand tufted
and available in different colours.

Dimensions:
Width 280 x Length 280 cm
Materials:
Fine hand tufted carving in pile

M A LT ES E C R O S S R U G
Inspired by the Maltese cross this rug will brighten up any room. The
rug is hand tufted and available in different colours.

Dimensions:
Width 280 x Length 210 cm
Materials:
Fine hand tufted carving in pile

CENTRE POINT RUG
One of the highest building in London has become the inspiration
for this Ivar rug. Designed by George Marsh in 1966 it has become
a signature building of the London skyline.

Dimensions:
Width 400 x Length 450 cm
Materials:
Fine hand tufted carving in pile

CIT Y HALL RUG
Facing Tower Bridge on the Thames shore, the facade of London’s
City Hall building (designed by world renowned architect Norman
Foster in 2002) has inspired this Ivar rug.

Dimensions:
Width 300 x Length 300 cm
Materials:
Hand woven wool

SHARD RUG
The runner is inspired by London’s Shard, one of the most impressive
buildings by the Italian architect Renzo Piano. This hi-tech building
is the highest skyscraper in Europe and a signature building of the
London skyline.

Dimensions:
Width 400 x Length 80 cm
Materials:
Fine hand tufted carving in pile

Active in London and around the world

ivarlondon.com
telephone: +44 (020) 7341 4387
customercare@ivarlondon.com

